PORTFOLIO

NEOTION designs, develops and distributes a wide
range of DVB Conditional Access Modules (CAM)
embedding the main Conditional Access Systems
(CAS) to Pay-Tv operators across the extended Europe.
With longstanding experience in the design, security,
production and sales dedicated to the Pay-TV market,
NEOTION gives its customers complete assurance of the highest quality
and reliability.

To cope with the significant changes in the Pay-TV
landscape, evolving from DVB distribution towards
IP, with online content viewing (live or video-ondemand) largely growing with IP traffic capability and
the proliferation of connected devices, NEOTION offers
a new service for individual TV watching on mobile
devices anywhere, anytime. On a fully Satellite-based
network, with its headless OTT Gateway, NEOTION
helps you in this new ecosystem to extend your audience with a real
Broadcast Quality of Service (QoS).

OUR NEXT INNOVATION

Capitalizing on a rich
and complete knowhow acquired through
years in the Digital TV
industry, NEOTION is moving
towards Digital Life: entering
the IoT market. Made strong by
its successful achievements, NEOTION is bringing
security today as one of the top remaining concerns
of the IoT landscape for safer IoT deployments
tomorrow. In the meantime, NEOTION
is developing partnerships with leaders
in predictive analysis and embedded
Artificial Intelligence, leveraging security
into empowered Intelligent IoT devices.

ABOUT US

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
Since 2000, NEOTION has been a leader in security solutions
for digital Pay-TV, partnering with the main CAS vendors
and as a cofounder of CI Plus technology for TV encryption.
Beyond TV content, in an ever-more connected world,
securing devices – attractive targets for hackers – and
protecting end-user personal data must be part of
any new and innovative solution.

OUR VA LU E S

From Digital TV to Digital Life!

Whatever your challenge, delivering protected Pay-TV
bouquets, introducing new services such as OTT or any
IoT driven solutions to your core business, security must
remain a top concern. NEOTION is a trusted and well
referenced partner to meet these new challenges in a
long-term perspective.

www.neotion.com

With more than 15 years of experience and
millions of secure devices deployed for the Pay-TV
industry, providing secure elements, cryptographic IPs
in chipset, secure boot and software implementation,
authenticated software and robust hardware root of
trust, NEOTION is working with the top companies
specialized in security and is considered to be an expert in Security
by design.

Sec y eg

By their very nature, technology
driven markets required agility.
Managing change and providing
real-time monitoring, NEOTION is
delivering scalable and custom
solutions alongside the project life cycle (from PoC to massive
deployment) with one main priority: customer satisfaction in
a long-term approach.

Buss Ait

Because NEOTION monitors technology trends,
anticipates market evolutions and understands
customers’ changing usages, we are able to propose
a disruptive vision and demonstrate innovative
solutions. NEOTION co-creates value for customers,
relying on its strong and relevant technical and
business partnerships.

Cree pac

With hardware & software design
expertise at our headquarters in Marseille,
a dedicated ASIC design center in Sophia
Antipolis, and a manufacturing site in
Bordeaux, NEOTION is present in the right
business hubs. NEOTION offers a full chain of services including
in-house production tools development, logistics, and packaging
design: a guarantee of quality and cost efficiency.
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